
 

Free pattern for Warehouse workers Baby Blanket



 

Download PDF here

Here you get a free pattern for a baby blanket in a wave pattern. The blanket is designed by Rito's
warehouse worker who could not leave the soft merino wool alone. You can crochet the baby blanket
in Drops Baby Merino, but also in the wonderfully soft Infinity Hearts Baby Merino wool. We assume
that Infinity Hearts Baby Merino is used in the pattern, but if you choose to use Baby Merino from
Drops, you must use the same amount.  

Size

About 100 x 70 cm x 42 cm

/https://ritohobby.co.uk/[pdfLink]


 

Materials

Infinity Hearts Baby Merino. Contains 100% Merino wool Running length 50 g = approx. 170 m.

Yarn consumption:

4x Colour 02 Dark grey

4x Colour 03 Gray

4x Colour 15 Old rose

4x Colour 20 Heather

Crochet hook: 3.00 mm

Other materials:

Darning
Scissors

Abbreviations

ch = chain stitch

tr = Treble crochet (tr)

inc. - increase, crochet 2 stitches in the same stitch

dec. - decreasing, crochet 2 stitches together

Course of action

1. Start by making 154 or 168 ch, depending on how fast you crochet. Make 2 ch more with.

2. Begin by making * 1 inc. Crochet 4 rows, make 2 Dec and then 4 rows and 1 tr * Repeat the
section between * the rest of the row. Flip with 2 ch.

3. Repeat step 2 until you have 4 rows.

4. Change this colour and repeat steps 2 and 3.

5. When you have 31 colours/colour changes, the carpet should be approx. 1 meter long and 70 cm

/https://ritohobby.co.uk/1370-infinity-hearts-baby-merino
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-baby-merino/18491-infinity-hearts-baby-merino-garn-unicolor-02-morkegra-5713410009925.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-baby-merino/18492-infinity-hearts-baby-merino-garn-unicolor-03-gra-5713410009932.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-baby-merino/18504-infinity-hearts-baby-merino-garn-unicolor-15-gammelrosa-5713410010051.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/infinity-hearts-baby-merino/18509-infinity-hearts-baby-merino-garn-unicolor-20-lyng-5713410010105.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/145-haeklenale
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/1338-stoppenale-uldnale
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/371-sakse


 

wide. Attach the ends before the edge is made.

6. The edge is made in ch and started in one corner. Follow the pattern at the ends as described in
step 2 while the edges are made so that they do not become too tight. Run around twice and close.



 

Design: Warehouse worker Jakob  
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